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ABSTRACT

Another biological identification key, the synoptical dial key, has been devised. A
description of this key, its operation, and improvements over other keys are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Biologists are familiar with the various types of identification keys such as dicho-

tomous keys, polyclave punch cards and their various modifications; the commonest tools

of systematic biology (Bianchi, 1931; Ceska and Trumpour, 1979; Leenhouts, 1966.

1967; Mayr et al, 1953; Metcalf, 1954; Pankhurst, 1974; Saldanhaand Kameswara Rao,

1975; Tomsovic, 1976; Voss, 1952, and others). All these keys are very difficult to

handle in the field; also whenever the number of species increases, identification becomes

all the more difficult. Aware of these difficulties, the authors have been attempting to

develop a key that will serve the purpose of the field biologists. These efforts resulted in

the invention of a simple synoptical dial key which is the subject of the present paper.

THESYNOPTICALDIAL KEY

The present device is also a modified version of the dichotomous key where all the

dichotomies are condensed into a single node. The system has been devised to combina-

tion reading between any of the characters in a series of complementary set of characters,

as in an n -coordinate device.

The functioning device (Plate I) comprises of a series of concentric discs of increasing

diameters made of thick paper. The largest one is pasted to a hardboard disc of equal

diameter and all the others are superimposed on it in the order of decreasing diameters.

Thus, only a peripheral ring of about one centimeter width of each of the discs and the

smallest one completely are exposed. All the discs can be rotated around a central

common axis. A narrow sector is marked in each disc and completely darkened for

distinction. These sectors are marked (zero, marked as to distinguish from the English

letter '0'). The discs are numbered I, II, III and so on (to n) in Roman numerals in

a centripetal sequence, just on the left of the 0s. Thus, the zeros in the different discs

function as a 'zero-set'.

Different characters of the taxa to be included in the key are studied and categorised

into different 'major characters', each comprising a set of complementary characters
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(Chart I). Each disc is meant for recording the complementary set of characters within

a major character. Thus, the number of discs can be increased or reduced according to the

number of major characters selected. The exposed peripheral portion of the discs are

marked into several divisions as there are complementary characters in each major charac-

ter plus a few empty divisions. The empty divisions serve to add some more characters if

found necessary. All the divisions are indexed by lower case English letters a, b, c, and

so on (to z) on the extreme upper right corner of the divisions. The respective com-
plementary set of characters is written in the individual divisions sequentially, in all

the different discs, so that each character is indexed by a letter, each letter being dis-

tinguished from the same letter of other discs by the disc number. Each division of

the discs is also furnished with small outline diagrams of the corresponding characters.

On the back of the disc device is a printed chart (Chart II). The chart includes as

many vertical columns as there are discs in the device, corresponding to each major

character, arranged in the sequence of the arrangement of discs. The major characters

are written on the top of the columns and indexed with corresponding Roman numerals

as in the discs. The characters of the different taxa included in the key are coded in terms

of alphabetic indices (as given in the discs) and written in the various columns. These

codes standing for the various taxa are further arranged in the alphabetic sequence;

zero (0) following the last letter in each disc. After the codes starting with a particular

letter, space for the inclusion of a few more codes is left blank. The name of the

taxa corresponding to the codes are written on the right of the columns. Some distinct

characters of the taxa that are not given in the discs are also included in the appended

chart, wherever possible, to facilitate confirmation.

The names of the taxa are serially indexed by Arabic numerals. These numerical

indices of all the taxa that share a particular character are also repeated in the discs as

in Leenhouts' synoptical key. Such cross indexing is done for all the characters. Whenever

a taxon included in the key has some characters peculiar to it only, its numerical index

is given in block numerals in the discs. The alphabetic index for that character in the code

standing for the taxon is put in squares also.

PROCEDUREOF IDENTIFICATION

First zero-set the device and find out any one of the prominent characters of the

specimen in question of identity. Locate the character in the discs by determining the

major character to which it belongs. If the alphabetic index for that character bears a

bold number, the corresponding name can be obtained from the appended chart. If the

alphabetic index for the character does hot carry a bold number, it is coincided with the

zeros (0s) of all the other discs. A second prominent character of the specimen is located

in another disc; if the alphabetic index for that also does not carry a bold number,

coincide it with the alphabetic index of the formerly located character. Go through the

number given at the bottom of these characters, and find the ones common to both.

This process of location of characters, coinciding, and finding out the commonnumbers
is continued with more characters till all except one are eliminated and the specimen is

identified as the taxon bearing the commonnumber in the enumeration chart.

In this key the alphabetic codes given in the enumeration chart are scarcely used.

If necessary, the codes can be eliminated from the chart also; but the retention of the

codes is advantageous. By coinciding the discs according to the alphabetic code for a

given taxon, a skeletal description of the taxon can be obtained. Thus, if 'Synoptical Dial

Keys' are employed in Floras, descriptions can be minimised further.
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A SPECIMENILLUSTRATION

An example to illustrate the identification method is given below:

As described above, a 'dial device' was prepared (Plate I and Chart II) to identify the

seedlings of fifty Asian tree species, mostly using the descriptions in Burger's (1972)

Seedling Flora. The different major characters and their complementary sets within,

employed in the key preparation, are given in Chart I. A drawing of the seedling of Vateria

indica Linn., is given (Plate II). The prominent characters of the seedling are the presence

of (1) simple, entire, stipulate leaves with pinnate nerves; (2) basal nodes with whorled

phyllotaxy,and (3) the two, thick, anisomorphic cotyledons with similar halves and areo-

late surfaces.

The procedure of identification begins with zero-setting the device (Plate HI

Fig. 1). The first character pertains to leaf and is held in the division 'b' of disc I. Since

this character is shared by a large number of taxa (Plate III Fig. 2 —as there are more
than one number in the division) coincide the alphabetic index 'b' with zeros of all other

discs (Plate III, Fig. 2). The next character pertains to phyllotaxy, and is held in the

division 'b' of the Vllth disc. Coinside 'b' with 'b' of the first disc (Plate III, Fig. 3). Since

there is more than one cross over number (3 and 5) some more characters are to be

taken up for identification. The third character pertains to the cotyledons and is in the

division '0' of the Ilnd disc. Since 'e' bears a bold number '3' the taxon is immediately

identified as Vateria indica from chart II, the corresponding name for the number. Also

by coinciding V of the Ilnd disc with the formerly selected indices (Plate III, Fig. 4),

again we will get a single crossover number 3 and hence the taxon is identified.

ADVANTAGESOF THEPRESENTDEVICE

The present system shares many advantages of both punch cards and Leenhouts'

(1966 and 1967) synoptical key. Preparation of the key is simple with the procedure

being the same as for Leenhouts' synoptical key. Characters or taxa can be added,

dropped, combined or split easily without any remake. Incompletely known taxa can be

included in the key without any difficulty. To a certain extent, imperfect specimens can

also be identified. If the discs are made of thin cellophane or plastic sheets, several

such devices can be included in Floras. Since identification gives a skeletal discription

of the taxon, use of synoptical dial keys in Floras will help to reduce descriptions further.

Unlike Leenhouts' synoptical key, alignment of the characters is possible here without

the interruption of characters in-between. Finally, the most important advantage is that

the key, being in one unit, is very convenient to work in the field.
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ed. note.

The following chart also has relevance to this article: Haflinger, E. and H. Eisenhurt (1975).

Circular Key for Identifying the Plant Families With Weeds of Worldwide Importance.

Supplement to Weed Tables, Ciba-Geigy; Basle, Switzerland; 1 page chart.



Plate I. A synoptical dial key prepared for the identification of the seedlings of

50 tree species.
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CHARTI

A list of major characters and their complementary sets

used in the preparation of the sample Dial-key

DISC I - FORMOF NRL. LEAVES
Nrl. Ls. simple, entire, parallel nerved

Nrl. Ls. simple, entire, pinnate nerved

Nrl. Ls. simple, crenate/serrate/dentate

Nrl. Ls. simple, 2-lobed, palmate nerved

Nrl. Ls. simple, 3-5-lobed, palmate nerved

Nrl. Ls. simple, 3-5-lobed, palmate nerved

Nrl. Ls. simple, 3-5-lobed, parallel nerved

Nrl. Ls. palmate comp.

Nrl. Ls. once comp., imparip., entire

Nrl. Ls. once comp., imparip., crenate/dentate/

serrate

Nrl. Ls. once comp., parip., entire

Nrl. Ls. twice comp., imparip., entire

Nrl. Ls. twice comp., imparip., crenate/dentate/

serrate

Nrl. Ls. twice comp., parip., entire

DISC II - COTYLEDONS
Cots, absent

Cot. single, terete

Cots. 4-5, terete

Cots. 7-10, terete

Cots. 2, thick*, anisomorphic, Vis similar

Cots. 2, thick*, anisomorphic, lMdissimilar

Cots. 2, thick*, isomorphic, similar

Cots. 2, thick*, isomorphic, V2S dissimilar

DISC III - COTYLEDONARYSHAPE
Cots, orbicular

Cots, lalongate, reniform/subreniform

Cots, lalongate, obreniform

Cots, lalongate, obtuse-trapeziform

Cots, lolongate, 3-lobed

Cots, lolongate, 5-lobed

Cots, lolongate, entire, falcate-curved

Cots, lolongate, entire, cordate

Cots, lolongate, entire, ovate/obovate

Cots, lolongate, entire, obtuse-tetragonal

DISC IV - COTYLEDONARYTIPS
Cot. tip acuminate

Cot. tip obtuse

Cot. tip round

Cot. tip emarginate

Cot. tip refuse

Cot. tip truncate

Cot. tip oblique-truncate

DISC V - COTYLEDONARYBASES
Cot. base acute-/round-sagitate

Cot. base cordate/round

Cot. base 1 half hastate

Cot. base 1 half with a denticle

Cot. base acute

DISC VI - PHYLLOTAXYOF NRL. LEAVES
Nrl. Ls. whorled

Nrl. Ls. opposite

Nrl. Ls. opposite+whorled

DISC VII - BASALLEAVES
Basal Ls. of scales

Basal Ls. foliaceous, whorled

Thickness more than four millimeters.

Abbreviations: comp. - Compound;
Cot. - Cotyledon; Cots. - Cotyledons;

imparip. - imparipinnate; Ls. - Leaves;

NRL. - /Nrl. - Normal; parip. - paripinnate.
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C H A K T . IE

The enumeration chert appended to the sample Llal-key
(to be printed on the back of the Levice)

JL
—" "

m > M Columns correspond to the discs, E
h V arranged In centripetal sequence

• • +» TAmmo — —............ —.......................... r
cd e. m H
£ Ti S r* 5 i

2
- S i 5 5 J . Characters not give© ?

i I I 1 I „
: * NM,e ° f Plant8 m the disci

1

H r-t r-l r-t >4 H»>»>»>»>» • * aH p P H •

£ I 3 3 a k
j

•

fa) 1 b b b a Agathls dammara Stem with scale Ls 1

b FT] MM a Carclnla parvlfolla 2
b (Tl b Vaterla indlca Cots, areolate \

b g a c b b a Calophyllum inophyllum W
b g {c} e b Lithocarpus kostermansii ... Hypocotyl nlll 5
b g h b b a Lurlo zebethlanus 6
b g 1 f a tc\ Quercus llneata Hypocotyl short 7
b h a c T a Glut a renghas 8
b h 1 b a Xylo carpus granatum Hypocotyl nlll 9
b a d Buchananla arborescens 10
b b d b Eucalyptus globulus 11

b b f b 2 Termlnalla bellerlca 12
b [H f Termlnalla catapa 13
b 1 b Cananga odorata 1*
b 1 b e a Alstonia anguatlloba 15
b 1 jjl e Phyllanthus embllca ls. blfarlous 16
b t) e b Santalum album Co^ 8, n* rro YL. fj
b f Antidesma montanum S?tH?.f??fif?. ::::::::: *
c 1 d e Flacourtia Indlca Stipules spiny 19
c 3 d b Tectona grandls Stem tetragonal 20
c b e b Euonymus Javanicus 21

[3J
1 b b Plllostigma malabarlcum 22

e h d b Gmellna elllptlca 23
e 1 b b Aleurltes mo1 luce ana 2»

[fj E Corypha utan 25

[gj 1 [a] Bombax celba 26

h g a c b lysoxylum dens if lo rum Hypocotyl short 27

h g J f Svietenia mahagoni 2fl

h h Qh b a Erythrlna subumbrans Pinnae 3 29
h h T t butea monosperma Pinnae 3 30

h h d b Micromelum minutum 3*

h i b EI Pterocarpus indlcu 32
h i b Eracontomelon puberulum *J
h c QO Dalbergia latifolia >
i g i c a Azaderachta indlca 35

1 g i f e Aegle marmelos Pinnae 3» »tesi thorny Jb

1 SI b Protium Javanicum 2
i (XJ « Garuga floribur.da JO

1 1 b e Biachofia Javanica Cots, palmate nerved ... J9
1 i d e Vitex qulnata Pinnae 3

Q] j f Cassia siamea ^

1 b d Radermochera glgantea • SSiVJ l?
1 c e Mella azaderoch Cots, elliptic ««3

g a f a a Pithecellobium Jlringo '

e i c a ^ Adennnthera pavonlna Leaflets alternate ..... »»5

j f a Acacia arablca

U f e Peltophorum pterocarpa W7

[cl e 8 Cupreaaua luslti nice . ::**::,!*'

[2 b Pinus merkuaii I»rl. It. n*edle-llke WJ,

c a Uaauarina equlaetlf olla 50

Abbreviations » Cots.- Cotjledonai Ls./l.s.- Lei.vesj I-rl.- Koran 1.
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Plate III. Figs. 1-4. Different stages in the procedure of identification of seedlings

of Vateria indica with the sample synoptical dial key.


